
Many Models: 5200 for round bales. 6200 process 6 bales per trip. 8200 for round or square bales. Also 
models with integrated 40 bu. or 100 bu. hoppers. Now with larger augers to top dress everything from small 
grains to cubes. 
40 bu. Top Dresser/ Bunk Feeder (right) mount in your pickup, 3pt hitch, loader forks or tow behind with axle 
kit. 12V or hydraulic discharge auger. 

Superior Processing - All Bale Types: (A)  All 
Bale King processors come with the X-rotor. It 
paddles more air for improved bunk feeding and 
spreading. You’ll also find twine removal greatly 
simplified. (B) The available fine chop kit further 
improves digestibility by providing smaller piec-
es. This reduces the amount of energy expend-
ed in digestion.

C)  New, more aggressive agitators bite into 
every bale, regardless of condition, to keep it 
spinning for superior processing.
D) New, alternating short and long hoops give 
you more control to smoothly process any bale, 
regardless of condition. 

E)  More powerful hydraulic motors handle your 
largest bales. F) Top quality, integrated gear box 
for right hand discharge. G) 16.5L flotation tires 
to float over severe conditions. H) Higher, curved 
sides for better containment during processing.    
I) Adjustable loading forks.

For more information call 
BRIDGEVIEW 306-745-2711
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Celebrating over 20 years of superior bale processing!
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Efficiency is what the Bale King 6200 is 
all about. As herds get bigger and help more 
difficult to find the 6200 lets you feed and bed 
more livestock in less time. You’ll feed and 

Windrow feeding gives every member of 
your herd the same opportunity to feed. The 
processed bales also increases the digestible 
feed by 5 - 10% and saves 10% of the ener-
gy needed to maintain the animals.

All of your cattle will have better bed-
ding and you’ll use less straw. 3 times more 
coverage per bale. Uniform coverage gives 
every member of your herd the same advan-
tages the dominant ones take. 

Also ideal for erosion and odor control.

The new  hinged flap gives you more 
control for feeding and bedding. Flip the 
rubber deflector up to spread bedding straw 
further and fold it down to control the wind-
row when processing for windrow feeding.

bed in less than half the time.
Self loads, simply engage the driven rails 

as you back into your row of bales. Once 
loaded with 5 bales use the hydraulic forks to 

transfer a bale into the processor. Self load 
one more bale onto the rails and you’re ready 
to process 6 bales for feeding or bedding 
with just one trip.

Feed and Bed More Livestock With Fewer Trips
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Improve feed value by “Top Dressing”

Forks are designed to automatically align the bale.

Fast and easy to unload and 
reload.

New 
automatic 
flip up bale 
stopper. 

BR820 8 Bale Retriever by BRIDGEVIEW

PH: 306-745-2711
FAX: 306-745-3364

www.bridgeviewmanufacturing.com

Built to last a lifetime

“Super Steer” Rake by BRIDGEVIEW

Maintains full raking performance when turning 

VR683 
Big rakes that 
maneuver like 
small rakes.

Now longer to easily accommodate larger 
squashed out bales.

U.S. customers: please phone for your local territory 
manager or find them by clicking on Contact Us at 

www.bridgeviewmanufacturing.com

• Designed for safety with narrow transporting and exceptional
  visibility on the road. Only 8’ wide loaded or empty.
• New flip up stopper. Makes it easy to build a tight load
   without counting or dropping a bale off the back. 
   Automatically retracts when unloading or reloading.
• Heavy duty frame for long life.
• Triple torsion ride axles for smooth operations in the field
   and on the road.
• Smooth chain conveyor - easy on twine and net wrap.
• Picking fork is designed to automatically align bale for picking.
• Road light kit and powder coated frame are standard.
• Quickly unloads and reloads.
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The new VR683 series are big rakes that are designed to handle and maneuver like 
rakes half their size. You’ll not only appreciate the superior following characteristics on 
headlands, you’ll also love it on corners. The flex frames hug the ground in rolling fields and 
with the rake wheels spaced closer together you’ll get superior raking in more conditions 
including fine mowed hay. Available full sized kicker wheels turn the center row when raking 3 
windrows together and they provide full coverage in mowed hay.

At the heart of every VR you’ll find A) Big 62” dia. rake wheels which turn easier and 
slower so they are gentle and perform better in all conditions including heavy crops. The 
wheels have more tines - 48 per wheel - so they are closer for better coverage and float. 
Tines are individually replaceable with one bolt. The wind guards are standard. Hemp guards 
are available. 
B1) Easy - no tools - tine pressure adjustment. B2) Patented rake wheel spring system is 
long lasting, zero maintenance. Provides smooth rake wheel flotation. 
C) On other V rakes opening the windrow width usually narrows the raking width against 
the operator’s wishes. Bale King V rakes are designed to maintain a constant raking width 
regardless of your windrow width setting. Hydraulic windrow width adjustment is standard. 
D) The rigid rear frame, stronger pivot points, no steel on steel wear points, larger implement 
tires and a much stronger main frame means VR rakes are built to last longer. Walking axles 
are available.
Models) VR581 rigid frame in 12 wheel - 28’ or 14 wheel 32’. VR683 flex frame with 
“Super Steer” in 18 wheel 36’, 20 wheel 39’ or 22 wheel 42’. 
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VR Rakes - Superior Performance in More Conditions

P.O. Box 4, Hwy. 22 West, Gerald, SK S0A 1B0


